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HEAVEN?

OIRE VALLEY WINES

THE LOIRE AND ASIA: A MATCH MADEIN
by François Boucher. V&S news correspondent in Asia

Although export turnover is still relatively low. Asia could signal a golden opportunity for Loire wines.
Here's what the industry has to say.

MKf Sales of Loire wines in Asia
W JÊÊ& have risen by 700% over the

W JKÊ last 5 years," says Alix Roda-
rie, Head of Internatlonal De-

ÊIÊÊÊ velopment at iDealwine. But
to put this impressive performance into perspective,
she quickly adds, “In 2021, they represented just 3%

of our Asian clients' shopping baskets; customers
bought 14 times more Bordeaux wine, and 11 times
more Burgundy."

InterLoire's tatest export figures bear this out, both
the current modest position and the surge in growth.
As export destinations for Loire wines, Japan, main-
land China, Hong Kong and South Korea rank 7*\ 13th,
15th and 16th respectively. The markets are far from
stagnant: in the year from October 2020 to October
2021, Loire appellation and PGI wine sales in Japan
rose by 15.1 % in value to €9 million, and by 16.3% in
volume to 13.210 hl. Sales also rose in South Korea,
by 121% in value (€2.1 million) and 133.4% in volume

to 2.273 hl. Mainland China and Hong Kong were not
to be outdone, although the model was rather diffe-
rent. Here, growth was driven by premiumisation
- adding a significant amount of value to the product
range on offer. Mainland China imported 2,607 hl of
Loire wines - a value of €3 million, representing a
jump of 38% in volume, but a huge 105.4% in value.
The situation was similar in Hong Kong: 1.302 hl of
imports for €2.56 million, giving a modest rise of
3.1% in volume, but a spectacular leap of 54% in
value. Adding value has resulted in a considerable
rise in ex-cellar prices: €6.39 per litre to China (up
by 48%) and €14.74 to Hong Kong, a rise of 49.7%.

However, the trend was not repeated in Japan and
Korea, where average prices fell by 1.1% to €5.16 per
litre (Japan) and 5.1% to €7.15 per litre (Korea). Ro-

darie confirms that part of the Asian demand for wine
can be attributed to wine elitism. “The most popular

wines are the rare ones from iconic producers. So
while the Loire is a paradise of organic and natural
wines, these are not necessarily appealing in their
own right. Buyers are more interested in the pro

ducers' reputations. Some of the most sought-after
names are Dagueneau, Vatan, Clos Rougeard and
Stéphane Bernaudeau, whose wines commanded the

highest prices in Asia in 2021."

Olivier Six, CEO of East Meets West Fine Wines
(EMW), has long featured the wines of Pierre Chai-

nier in his catalogue, with the more recent addition of
Grange Tiphaine (Vouvray, Montlouis) and Domaine
de l'Oubliée (Chinon). He tells us, "Loire wines are

available in high-end hospitality venues and wine
bars in Shanghai. They appeal to educated cus
tomers who like to try new, different grape varieties
such as Cabernet Franc. Others have visited the area,
and having enjoyed the wines on their home ground,
like to recreate their Loire experience in China." The
Loire appellations do not all enjoy the same degree
of fame. "Sancerre is sometimes better known than

the Loire region overall," says Rodarie.
In short, the Loire still has some way to go to ensure
that in Asia, the success of its best-known estates
and appellations is extended to include them all. ■
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